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Dear General Manager Wiedefeld, 

 

I am writing in regards to the ongoing issue of vibrations and shaking caused by Green Line Metro trains passing 

underneath the Petworth area. I am concerned that progress on this matter has been unusually slow, given the 

significance of the impacts described by residents. They report intense shaking of the foundations of their homes, 

which is causing cracks in the wall and other property damage.  

 

While I am aware that testing by a third-party contractor is ongoing, residents have described significant delays 

and insufficient communication regarding those tests, as well as concerns about the legal language of the waiver 

requiring signature prior to testing. While I hope measures will be taken to ensure that testing comes to a 

satisfactory conclusion as quickly as possible, I am specifically interested in the actions that WMATA has taken 

with regard to a March, 2017 report by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA). This report clearly cites broken 

rail fasteners near the Petworth station as a cause of the increased vibrations. Has WMATA been able to confirm 

the FTA analysis that broken rail fasteners are the cause of the vibrations that residents have been experiencing 

for approximately a year? If so, what actions has WMATA taken, and what actions will be taken, to rectify this 

urgent issue?  

 

I appreciate your attention to this matter and look forward to your response. Please do not hesitate to reach me at 

(202) 724-8052.  

 
Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Brandon T. Todd 

Councilmember, Ward 4 

 

CC: Councilmember Jack Evans, Regina Sullivan, Ann Chisholm 

 


